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“This inspired book guides us into many of the complex challenges facing humanity
and highlights the increasing relevance of multi-sectoral member care in addressing these challenges.”
Alison Schafer, senior program advisor for mental health and psychosocial support (MHPSS);
World Vision Australia/International

Kelly and Michèle have continually championed the key role of “humans”
for accomplishing the demanding tasks of humanitarian work…their ongoing focus
on linking health and human resources is a significant contribution to our sector.
Jonathan Potter, executive director, People In Aid

“Thank you for this unique and comprehensive contribution
to advancing human dignity in humanitarian practice.”
Leonard Rubenstein, director, Program on Human Rights, Health and Conflict;
Center for Public Health and Human Rights; Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
----------------

If you are interested in seeing the world in new ways, expanding your global reach, developing your member care
skills, and staying current with good practice in order to work in tough places, then you have come to the right place.
Global Member Care: Crossing Sectors for Good Practice is the latest book from the O’Donnells to launch the
member care field further in to the international world of mission/aid and beyond.
Part One overviews the relevance, key concepts, and experience of crossing sectors. Parts Three-Four offer a
variety of materials related to good practice in the Humanitarian Sector, the Human Health Sector, and the Human
Resources Sector. There are guidelines, codes, resolutions, perspectives, principles, resources, case examples,
resources, tools, internet links to videos, human rights emphases, and more.
Crossing Sectors for Serving Humanity is a contemporary text for training in universities and mission/aid/ settings. It
is also a great handbook for member care workers, sending groups, and all those with member care responsibility.
----------------

Dr. Kelly O’Donnell and Dr. Michèle Lewis O’Donnell are consulting psychologists living in Europe,
specializing in member care. They are part of Member Care Associates, Inc, an organization dedicated
to providing and developing member care in mission/aid. Their professional emphases take them into
many international sectors and into the areas of crisis care, good practice/ethics, expatriate families,
global mental health, practitioner affiliations, and team, leadership, and organizational development.
Kelly and Michèle studied clinical psychology and theology at Rosemead School of Psychology, Biola
University, USA, from where they received their doctorates. Their written contributions over the last 30
years include books, articles, and web-based resources in the member care and mental health fields.
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